FYS Professor Bios

Kathryn Anastasia

Academic Dpt.: Arts & Sciences

Years at Regis: 16

Three words to describe me: energetic, hardworking, fun

Advice for the Class of 2019: Remember to ask questions and take full advantage of being in college. (Enjoy your four years at Regis!)

Ernest J. Collamati

Academic Dpt.: Religious Studies

Years at Regis: 28

Three words to describe me: enthusiastic, humorous, dedicated

Advice for the Class of 2019: Humans are questioners by nature; be sure to ask lots of questions beginning with your first day on campus

Erin Wisniewski

Academic Dpt.: Student Programming & Leadership

Years at Regis: 2

Three words to describe me: energetic, caring, fun

Advice for the Class of 2019: Academics are important in college, but so is making the most of your time while you’re here. Meet new people and get involved!
Alison McAdams
Academic Dpt.: History, World Languages, and Cultural Heritage
Years at Regis: 3 1/2
Three words to describe me: friendly, easy-going, energetic
Advice for the Class of 2019: Make sure you make time for the things you love in college. Sure, life gets busy very quickly, but it'll all be more bearable, and you'll have more energy to tackle your passions.

Daniel Flynn
Academic Dpt.: Health & Fitness Studies
Years at Regis: 3
Three words to describe me: thoughtful, passionate, creative
Advice for the Class of 2019: Be open to new experiences and don't spend too much time in your dorm room.

Verna-Ann Power-Charnitsky
Academic Dpt.: Biology, STEM
Years at Regis: 6
Three words to describe me: compassionate, funny, intelligent
Advice for the Class of 2019: Start studying from day one and get extra help from ACE!
**Bernard Jackson, Jr.**

*Academic Dpt.:* Humanities  
*Years at Regis:* 5  
*Three words to describe me:* dependable, intense, interesting  
*Advice for the Class of 2019:* Put down your cellphones and notice the beautiful people around you.

---

**Elizabeth Conant**

*Academic Dpt.:* Health & Fitness Studies  
*Years at Regis:* 5  
*Three words to describe me:* organized, hardworking, approachable  
*Advice for the Class of 2019:* Get involved! Don't just stay in your room or online! Get out, meet new people and do new things.

---

**Bridget Buoniconti**

*Academic Dpt.:* English  
*Years at Regis:* 1  
*Three words to describe me:* sarcastic, patient, organized  
*Advice for the Class of 2019:* Get involved! If you want to see it happen, you can work to make it happen!
**David Gilmore**

Academic Dpt.: Medical Imaging  
Years at Regis: 5  
Three words to describe me: energetic, fun, positive  
Advice for the Class of 2019: Work hard and always keep your dreams in mind. It will pay off! No matter what anyone says, YOU CAN DO IT!

---

**Laura Bertonazzi**

Academic Dpt.: Law and Government  
Years at Regis: 8  
Three words to describe me: energetic, loyal, compassionate  
Advice for the Class of 2019: Take this new experience and try something new! Whether joining a club, a team, or studying abroad, use your time at Regis to expand your horizons and go outside of your comfort zone.

---

**Walter Horner**

Academic Dpt.: Student Affairs  
Years at Regis: 7  
Three words to describe me: self-aware, easy-going, self-deprecating  
Advice for the Class of 2019: Make every moment count. No, really, make every moment count… even the little ones.
Susan Carroccino
Academic Dpt.: Nursing
Years at Regis: 4
Three words to describe me: funny, positive, honest
Advice for the Class of 2019: Life is to enjoy. We all have stuff in our lives, but don't let it overcome you. Always be yourself. There is no one better.

Mary Scanlon
Academic Dpt.: Nursing
Years at Regis: 14
Three words to describe me: directed, curious, flexible
Advice for the Class of 2019: Read the syllabus and the due dates. Communicate—do not wait until you're in too deep! Going to the Ace Center is a good thing. Civility and humor will get you through most things. Be humble to recognize you can learn from everyone, even those you think you have nothing in common with!